
 

 

About 
 

This stone hardware collection is handpicked from the shores of the Great Lakes.  
They are tumbled smooth, drilled and then permanently attached to a solid 
unlacquered brass stem (100% recycled stock) and sealed.  
100% Made in Michigan. 

 
To place an order 

 

Email: contact@michigannaturals.net 
Phone: (313) 506-1963 
Fax: (248) 442-1311 

 
Format for placing an order 

 

Size code/2-letter color code/Optional sub-category code  
Example: 50-MM-SOL (standard size/Mountain Midnight/Solid color) 
 

 We encourage you to call with questions while your customer is still 
available 

 We confirm all orders asap. 
 

Sizes & Styles 
 

We offer 4 sizes in singular knobs and 3 sizes and 2 styles of Perfect Pairs 
 

Product 
Code/Name 

Size Function 

49-Minis ½” brass stem - stone diameter < 1” for small cabinets or jewelry boxes 

50-Standard ½” brass stem 
stone diameter approx. 1.25”-1.75” 

good for all cabinet applications 

51-Deluxe ¾” brass stem 
stone diameter approx. 1.75” – 2.5” 

offers extra finger room for 
comfort 

RR-X-large 1” brass stem 
stone diameter approx. 2.5” – 3.5” 

great for closet doors* 
*best used with an escutcheon or backing plate 
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Shipping 
 

 Orders received before 3pm generally ship same day. 

 Shipping is UPS unless otherwise specified. Only actual shipping charges 
are billed. FOB origin Farmington Hills, MI 

 1” screws are provided with all knobs. 1¾” breakaway screws provided on 
request.  
 

Previews 
 

We are happy to supply digital photos of any product. Sometimes a customer 
needs to “see” what they are getting, or wants to choose particular ones from a 
large batch. 

 
 
 

Variations 
 

 Low Profile Knobs - A low profile knob, less than ½” projection if 

needed, can be created by eliminating the stem and replacing  
it with a screw that attaches through the cabinet with a nut.  
By special order only. 

 

 We will provide ANY screw length from ½” to 2” upon request. 
 

 Custom Stem Finishes - Available in silver or black. Additional charges 
apply. Please call for quote. 

 
 

 
 



 

 

 
Disclaimer 

 
The shores of the Great Lakes have an abundant variety of stone. Few are ever 
the same. We do our best to fill large orders with stones of similar composition 
if requested. We make sure that they are of comparable size and look good 
together.  

BUT it is a very natural product and you need to expect variations. 
 
 

Warranty 
 

We are proud of the quality products we offer. With minimal care, they will 
outlast the cabinet. We will repair or replace any rock knob that breaks or fails 
to perform for any reason. Simply return the part to us. No time limit, no receipt 
needed. Please contact us for return instructions. 
 

Return Policy 
 

NO RESTOCKING FEE 
 

Prior authorization is required for all returns. Returns are accepted for full 
CREDIT if we are notified within 20 days and return is received within 30 days. 
Credit is good for one year and is good for any Michigan Naturals or Grace White 
Glass product (Kiln-formed product only, no Hot or Flameworked glass). Returns 
are not accepted after 30 days.   Please contact us for return instructions. 
 
 

 
  



 

 

 

  

Mountain Midnight 

 

MM-SPO Dark green, charcoal or black stone with one 
or more spots that vary in color. 
 

 

MM-SPK Dark stones with light speckles or light stones 
with dark speckles – overall dark. 
 

 

MM-SOL Dark color will vary. The amount of sheen in 
this category can vary from glossy to matte. 
Some can have faint speckling or spots. 
 

 

MM-STR Markings can be thin or wide and vary in 
color. Some may have speckling and spots. 
 

Available in standard ½” lg stem – product code 50-MM or deluxe ¾” lg stem – product code 51-MM 



 

 

 

  

Harvest Sunset 

 

HS-YBE Light beige stones, most with speckles and 
yellow tint. 

 

HS-YGO Light to mid tones from solid yellow quartz to 
darker honey gold; most have some black. 
 

 

HS-PEO Mid tones; all have speckles or pattern; no 
solid colors. 

 

HS-YBL Yellow to gold stone with large percentage of 
black. 

Available in standard ½” lg stem – product code 50-HS or deluxe ¾” lg stem – product code 51-HS 



 

 

 

  

Forest Floor 

 

FF-BRO Mostly present as solids but many have light 
speckles or stripes; color range from a deep 
grey-brown to Indian red. 
 

 

FF-YEG Yellow-Green – mostly solids, a few have light 
patterning. Shades will vary. 

 

FF-GYG Gray-Green – mostly solids, a few have light 
patterning. Shades will vary. 

 

FF-MDN Mid-range to dark neutrals. Darker and more 
varied than pinky-beige, lighter than all the 
Mountain Midnights. It includes a wide range 
of pattern in warm and cool tones. 
 

Available in standard ½” lg stem – product code 50-FF or deluxe ¾” lg stem – product code 51-FF 



 

 

 

  

Winter Morning 

 

WM-WAQ Warm Quartz – quartz can range in translucency 
and can be tinted with iron oxide producing a 
color range from light yellow to rusty brown 
 

 

WM-COQ Cool Quartz – a range of grey from almost pure 
white to cool grey. Most have some oxide 
tinting. 

 

WM-CBE Cream/beige colors – a light neutral stone with 
charcoal or black speckles. Some have soft pink 
tones. 

 

WM-SPG A finely ground mix of black, white and grey; 
cool tones. 

Available in standard ½” lg stem – product code 50-WM or deluxe ¾” lg stem – product code 51-WM 
 



 

 

 

  

Sunrise Parfait 

 

SP-PKS Light to mid tones, some with peach and 
coral. 

 

SP-MPP Mid range tones, pinky-peach to rusty orange. 

 

SP-RDO A vibrant color collection; can have small 
amounts of black or white or green. 

 

SP-PKB Pink-Beige - Overall mid-range neutral tones 
with hints of color. 

Available in standard ½” lg stem – product code 50-SP or deluxe ¾” lg stem – product code 51-SP 



 

 

 

  

                            RS Style                                                           BC Style 

 

Perfect Pairs 
A Perfect Pair is one rock sliced in two to make a set of 
knobs for two adjacent cabinets. Perfect Pair choices are 
featured on the website www.michigannaturals.net. 
Reference specific product code when ordering. 

 

 

There are two styles. The first (item code RS) is usually a 
flatter rock that is sliced in half like a sandwich. 
 
In the second style (item code BC) the stone is generally 
rounder and more symmetrical. The brass stem is 
attached to the sliced side. 

 

The Small and Medium sizes are a good choice for 
standard cabinets. The Large size works well for pantry 
doors, bifolds, and entertainment centers. 
 

 

A word about color – perfect pairs are available in all 5 
main color categories.  

http://www.michigannaturals.net/


 

 

 

2016 

Michigan Naturals 

Pricing 

       

     MSRP CODE Standoff Description Size 

$17.00 49 ½" minis ¾" - 1¼" 

$17.00 50 ½" standard 1¼" - 2" 

$19.00 51 ¾" deluxe 1½" - 2¼" 

$25.00 RR 1" extra large 2" - 4" 

$51.00 52-BC ½" small perfect pair 3.9 - 6.1 oz 

$56.00 52-RS ½" small perfect pair 3.9 - 6.1 oz 

$55.00 53-BC ¾" or ½" medium perfect pair 6.2 - 8.4 oz 

$60.00 53-RS ¾" or ½" medium perfect pair 6.2 - 8.4 oz 

$58.00 54-BC ¾" large perfect pair 8.5+ oz 

$63.00 54-RS ¾" large perfect pair 8.5+ oz 

     

     

Note: All color variations within a size are priced the same, 
including private collection. 

       

 


